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Abstract
This paper presents a technique that allows us to detect similarities among prosodic labels used to describe pitch accents within
the ToBI framework. The inter-label proximity is determined
empirically as a result of the evidence obtained in contingency
tables of inter-transcriber agreement tests and in the confusion
matrices used in automatic prosodic labeling experiments. This
tool may be useful to decide which labels can be grouped together when a simplified representation is required.
Index Terms1 : Prosodic labeling, ToBI pitch accents, tonal representation

1. Introduction
Prosodic labeling is becoming an important task in intonational
studies since it triggers information that can be useful in several
applications of speech technology. For example, it provides information on which parts of the message are highlighted or accented. In Automatic Speech Recognition, knowing which syllable is accented in a given word can help lexical disambiguation. In Dialog System, the identification of the focalized or
highlighted items is crucial to interpret the message from a semantic or pragmatic perspective. In Text to Speech, the correspondence between prosodic form and function is fundamental
to determine the expressivity of the message. Nowadays, one of
the most popular systems for prosodic annotation is ToBI which
distinguishes eight pitch accents for English [1]. Each pitch accent is described in terms of its linguistic function (phonological perspective) and its phonetic form which combines H and L
tones.
The automatic identification of ToBI accents has been recently investigated in several studies [2][3][4][5]. The binary
decision presence-absence of accent is easily evaluated and
achieves over 90% identification rate [2][3]. In multiclass scenarios where different accents are assessed, the application of
new techniques of classification allows to obtain a 70.8% rate
[5]. It is difficult, however, to improve these results since there
are certain ToBI accents that cause a high degree of uncertainty
among transcribers. In [6] this observation is empirically assessed by analyzing the results of a survey which reveals the
opinions of different transcribers about which tones can be more
easily confused. The Boston Radio News Corpus [7] itself includes annotations from the transcribers arguing that sometimes
the same accent can be associated to different labels. The existence of accent types that are rarely used as opposed to others
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Table 1: Contingency matrix of an inter-transcriber consistency
test (obtained from [6]).

which are assigned more frequently causes further difficulties
in automatic classification, as stated in [8].
One of the proposals to overcome these problems and obtain higher identification rates in prosodic labeling has been to
reduce the number of labels or pitch accent types. In [9], for instance, the ToBI labels have been simplified to four: no accent,
High, Low and Downstepped. In [4], the downstepped accents
have been assimilated to their non-downstepped counterparts.
This paper presents a tool that may help to decide which ToBI
labels can be reduced or simplified. The use of multidimensional scaling allows us to generate 2D displays that can help
the experts to determine which labels can be grouped together
as a result of their proximity.
The assignment of inter-label similarity will be based on
empirical evidence rather than on a-priori judgments. In section
2.1 we show that our results are based on confusion matrices
obtained in inter-transcriber agreement tests as well as on automatic labeling experiments. The multidimensional scaling techniques were already used for the same purpose in [10]. In this
paper we present an improved version of previous investigations
where the information about the relative relevance of each label
is taken into account (sections 2.2 and 2.3). The graphs obtained in this study corroborate some of the a-priori judgments
on inter-label similarity (section 3.1). Furthermore, they also
contribute to evaluate the validity of the inter-label groupings
proposed in the literature and formulate alternative proposals
(section 3.2). The last experiment allows us to contrast empirically the efficiency of the proposed groupings (section 3.3).

2. Experimental procedure
2.1. The input
In [6], an experiment is described in which four transcribers
label the same corpus with prosodic ToBI tags. The goal of
that work was to study the inter-transcriber consistency with
respect to a series of a priori judgments about the inter-symbol
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such that δi,i = 0, δi,j ≥ 0 and δi,j = δj,i . The goal of
MDS is, given ∆, to find I vectors x1 , . . . , xI ∈ RN such that
|xi − xj | ≈ δi,j

(2)

Thus, MDS attempts to find a correspondence between the
I objects and RN such that distances are preserved. If the dimension N is chosen to be 2 or 3, we may plot the vectors xi to
obtain a visualization of the similarities between the I objects.
There are various approaches to determining the vectors xi
as they are not unique. MDS is formulated as an optimization
problem to be solved numerically, where (x1 , . . . , xI ) is a minimizer of the cost function:
X
min
(|xi − xj | − δi,j )2 .
(3)
x1 ,...,xI

Table 2: Most common confusions in ToBI labeling experiments (extracted from [5]). The figures in the Automatic Classification Error column have been derived from the confusion
matrix of a pairwise classifier trained with the data of the Boston
Radio News Corpus [7]. The figures in the Manual Labeling Disagreement column have been obtained for the intertranscriber test described in [6] (derived from the all labelerspooled matrix in [6]).

∀i, j ∈ I.

i<j

The obtained eigenvector and eigenvalues are used for displaying the plots [12] so that the distances in the ∆ matrix are
projected into the distances between I representative points. In
this work, the command cmdscale of the software R [13] has
been used. This is an implementation of the classical principal
coordinates analysis for obtaining the eigenvalues from the data
matrix.
2.3. Visualizing the inter-label distances

similarity. A lateral result of the experiment is the contingency
matrix displayed in Table 1 where the value of the cell in row i
and column j is the number of times that one of the transcribers
uses tag i for labeling an accent at which a different transcriber
assigned tag j (from now onwards ni,j ). The information of
this matrix will be transformed into inter-label distances for its
visualization as explained in the following section.
In [5], an automatic prosodic labeling tool is presented. The
tool is based on pairwise classifiers combined with expert fusion
strategies. When the system is trained with the Boston Radio
News Corpus [7], 70.8% of accuracy is reached in the classification of the different pitch accents types. In the automatic
labeling experiment, a confusion matrix is obtained. Each cell
of this confusion matrix represents the number of times the system predicts the label i when the label of the testing corpus is
j. Once again, this confusion matrix will be the input of the visualizing process to display the distances between the different
ToBI symbols, as will be explained in the next section.
In [5] Table 2 is included to show that the most common
confusions obtained in the automatic labeling process are the
same as the ones observed in the inter-transcriber consistency
test reported in [6]. The visualization of the inter-label distances
will show that there are also important differences between both
processes.
2.2. Multidimensional scaling
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a set of related statistical
techniques often used in information visualization for exploring
similarities or dissimilarities in data [11]. Generally, the data to
be analyzed is a collection of I objects on which a distance
function is defined, δi,j = the distance between ith and j th
objects.
These distances constitute the entries in the dissimilarity
matrix


δ1,1 δ1,2 · · · δ1,I
δ2,1 δ2,2 · · · δ2,I 


∆ :=  .
(1)
..
..  .
 ..
.
. 
δI,1 δI,2 · · · δI,I

The ni,j values of the matrices of contingency can be interpreted as the confusion between the i and j pair of symbols. The
higher ni,j the greater the confusion between the pair of symbols. By making δi,j = (max − ni,j + 1)/max ∀i, j = 1..c
with c indicating the number of labels and max is the maximum ni,j (the term +1 is used to avoid distances equal to 0).
The ∆ matrix can be obtained to be displayed by using MDS
techniques. As the ni,j term increases, the δi,j value decreases
and, as a consequence, the symbols get closer in the MDS plot.
The distances between the symbols on the MDS plot are
representative of the confusion between them. Two symbols appear close to each other when different labelers have frequently
assigned these symbols to the same event in the transcription
procedure or when the automatic labeling system predicts the
symbol for items previously labeled with the other symbol in
the testing corpus. MDS techniques allow a set of xi vectors
with i = 1..I to be obtained such that each xi represents a
class of symbols. The distance between the vectors is assumed
to be proportional to the confusion between the symbols. Once
again, we use a 2D plot to display the distances between the
ToBI symbols.
Apart from the distances between the ToBI labels, the contingency matrices bring additional information that is also interesting to take into account. On the one hand, the total amount of
i labels that
P are used or predicted in the experiments, computed
as ni = cj=1 ni,j measures the total use of the i symbol as an
indicator of its relevance. On the other hand, the relative weight
of ni,i with respect to ni is representative of the consistency of
the i label.
In order to visualize the consistency and the relevance of the
ToBI labels in the MDS plot, we place the tag in an adaptable
graphic symbol. The radius of the symbol is proportional to the
relevance of the label and the color of the symbol represents its
consistency.
P
The relevance index will be ri ∝ cj=1 (ni,j + nj,i )–2 ∗
ni,i . We use in this work a linear function with maximum and
minimum thresholds for limiting the size of the circles.
The consistency index will be gi = 1 − ni,i /ni so that the
closer the gray scale of the circle to 1 (white color) the more
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Figure 2: MDS diagrams representing the classes that are
merged together in different proposals and alternatives. Same
color means the classes that are collapsed into a common one.
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Figure 1: MDS diagrams of the inter-label confusion.

the label is confused. Similarly a darker circle implies that ni.i
is close to ni meaning that the confusion of this symbol is relatively low. When ni = ni,i the color of the symbol is black
indicating that the symbol is never confused.

3. Results
3.1. Visualizing the inter-label confusion
Figure 1 shows the multidimensional scaling plots that project
the inter-label distances. The upper plot represents the distances
obtained in an inter-transcriber consistency test. The lower plot
represents the distances derived from the confusion matrix of
the automatic labeling experiment.
Both plots exhibit some similarities. H* is the biggest and
darkest circle. This means that H* is the most frequently used
symbol and, in relative terms, the less confused one both by the
manual ToBI transcribers and by the automatic labeling system.
The pair L+H* and H* is represented by overlapped circles, indicating that this pair is highly confused. The labels containing
a low tone (L*, L*+H and L*+!H) tend to be grouped naturally,
meaning that they are interchanged many times.
Apart from these inter-plot similarities, there are also clear
differences between the plots. The behavior of the downstepped
symbols seems to be different. In the manual inter-transcriber

experiment, !H* and H+!H* tend to be confused frequently, but
the automatic system fails in that respect and places the symbol
H+!H* close to the L* symbols. The label L+!H* is close to
!H* in both cases. However, the manual labelers place it close
to its no downstepped counterpart L+H* as well.
The shading of the circles reflect another clear difference
between the manual labeling inconsistencies and the automatic
labeling errors. The automatic labeler unbalances more the predictions of the symbols. Thus, the difference of the intensity
of the symbol H* with respect to the rest of symbols is higher
in the automatic labeling plot. Indeed, the symbols L+!H* and
L*+H are very rarely used. The explanation for this fact is that
the classifier tends to get specialized in the most populated class
in order to increase its global performance. The use of Multidimensional Scaling plots evidences this behavior which triggers
the inevitable manual revision of the automatic predictions to
validate them.
3.2. Grouping proposals and alternatives
In [9] authors propose to group the ToBI tone labels into four
categories: No accent, High ≡ {L + H∗, H∗, H+!H∗},
Downstepped ≡ {L+!H∗, !H∗} and Low ≡ {L∗, L ∗
+H, L ∗ +!H}. This classification was also used by [14] and
more recently by [15]. The upper graphic in Figure 2 shows that
the classification is coherent with the inter-transcriber agreement rates. However the symbol H+!H∗ can be problematic.
An alternative simplification where the downstepped symbols are collapsed with their normal counterpart is presented in
[4]. That is {L + H∗}′ ≡ {L + H∗, L+!H∗} ,{H∗}′ ≡
{H∗, !H∗}, {L ∗ +H}′ ≡ {L ∗ +H, L ∗ +!H}. This strategy
seems to be more risky according to the plots displayed in the

Grouping
Proposal
No Grouping
Grouping 1
Grouping 2
Alternative 1
Alternative 2

N
7
3
5
3
3

WONAC
Ac
FM
58.4 57.3
74.9 68.1
67.1 60.4
75.7 69.8
86.9 82.3

N
8
4
6
4
4

WNAC
Ac
FM
45.0 42.5
71.1 69.3
66.4 64.7
71.6 69.8
76.6 75.1

Table 3: Classification results in terms of the accent grouping
proposal. W ON AC means Without no accent class. W N AC
means With no accent class. N is the number of classes. Ac
is the accuracy of the classifier. F M is the f-measure of the
classifier. Grouping 1 is the one described in [9]. Grouping 2 is
the one proposed by [4]. Alternative 1 is the one arising from
the inter-transcriber confusion tests. Alternative 2 is obtained
with the results of the automatic classifier.

middle row of Figure 2. This classification is more expressive
than the one presented previously as it has five different types
of accents instead of only three.
The third row of Figure 2 presents two new proposals that
are guided by the results obtained in the inter-transcriber tests
and in the automatic classification experiments respectively.
The classification has been done according to the inter-label distance observed in the diagrams. Alternative 1 collapses three
classes so that Class1 ≡ {L∗, L ∗ +!H, L ∗ +H, }, Class2 ≡
{H∗, L+!H∗, L + H∗}, and Class3 ≡ {!H∗, H+!H∗}. Alternative 2 collapses two classes so that Class1 ≡ {L∗, L ∗
+H, H+!H∗} and Class2 ≡ {H∗, L + H∗, !H∗}.
3.3. Efficiency of the grouping proposals

of inter-transcriber agreement tests and the confusion matrices
obtained in an automatic prosodic labeling experiment. Both
procedures present grouping alternatives that are proved to be
more efficient than former groupings proposed in other works.
This paper does not examine alternative classifications. Its
main contribution is to support transcribers in deciding how to
simplify prosodic labeling systems. The alternative classifications we obtained seem to be operative, however, we should
bear in mind that they depend on the original data and hence
may vary in other experiments. Even though other confusion
matrices can trigger different proposals, the visualization and
decision processes remain the same.
Finally, the application of this technique is not restricted
to ToBI labels, but could be applied to other types of prosody
transcriptions, and probably to many types of annotation; to be
shown in future work.
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